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Python for Everybody


        The goal of this book is to provide an Informatics-oriented introduction to programming. The primary difference between a computer science approach and the Informatics 
        approach taken in this book is a greater focus on using Python to solve data analysis problems common in the world of Informatics.



        The sample code and data files for the book is here: Code Samples.


Other courses / web sites using this book



Book translations:


	
     English -
Python for Everbody: Exploring Data in Python3
     	Printed book on
Amazon India
(low-cost shipping within India thanks to
Shroff Publishing)

	Kindle edition of the book
	Free: PDF,
       HTML,
       EPUB
	HTML with examples in Jupyter Notebooks from LibreTexts.org
	Interactive HTML from Trinket.io


  
	 Spanish -
Python para todos: Explorando la información con Python 3
	
Translated book, autograders, resources, and web site at
https://es.py4e.com

	
Github repo -
    Contributors:
    Juan Carlos Perez Castellanos,
    Juan Dougnac,
    Daniel Merino Echeverría,
    Jaime Bermeo Ramírez
    and
    Fernando Tardío.




	 Italian
Python per tutti: Esplorare dati con Python3
     	
       Free PDF,
       EPUB

	
Book source on github,
(Thanks to
Alessandro Rossetti
and
Vittore Zen)



  
	 Portuguese -
Python Para Todos: Explorando Dados com Python 3
     	Free:
        PDF,
       EPUB
        
	 Book source on github and
translation team
(Thanks to Yuri Loia de Medeiros).



	
Polish -
Python dla wszystkich: Odkrywanie danych z Python 3
(from Amazon.pl and
from Amazon.de)
	
Polish verson of web site - py4e.pl

	
                HTML,
     PDF (format A4),
PDF (format for print),
EPUB,
MOBI
            
	Github Repository
	Contributors: Andrzej Wójtowicz (Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland)





	
Greek
	
Greek version of the web site - gr.py4e.com

	 Printed Book

	
Free PDF (in progress): PDF

	
Github repository

	
Thanks to:
Konstantia Kiourtidou




	 German
	
       Free: PDF,
       EPUB




	 Arabic
	
       Free: PDF Book

	
       Translation by: Electronics Go
| 
       Team members



  
	
    Russian 
    	Russian versions of the slides from
Violetta Fomkina.




	 Korean (commercial translation)
데이터를 다루며 배우는 파이썬
  
	
     Chinese - In progress
     	Free:
        PDF,
       EPUB
        
	
Book source on github -
(Thanks to Deng Luo)

	 There is an in-China copy of the videos available at

https://www.bilibili.com/video/av46649799
  


  



If you are insterested in starting a translation of the book, I have some
instructions for

getting started.


        
            Chapters 2-10 are heavily adapted from the open book titled: "Think Python: How to Think like a Computer Scientist" by Allen B. Downey
and Jeff Elkner.
The Python 2 version of the book is still available.
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